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Abstract

Objectives: The aim of this study was to describe the relationship among abstract structure, readability, and completeness, and how
these features may influence social media activity and bibliometric results, considering systematic reviews (SRs) about interventions in
psoriasis classified by methodological quality.

Study Design and Setting: Systematic literature searches about psoriasis interventions were undertaken on relevant databases. For each
review, methodological quality was evaluated using the assessing the methodological quality of systematic reviews tool. Abstract extension,
structure, readability, and quality and completeness of reporting were analyzed. Social media activity, which consider Twitter and Facebook
mention counts, as well as Mendeley readers and Google scholar citations were obtained for each article. Analyses were conducted to
describe any potential influence of abstract characteristics on review’s social media diffusion.

Results: We classified 139 intervention SRs as displaying high/moderate/low methodological quality. We observed that abstract read-
ability of SRs has been maintained high for last 20 years, although there are some differences based on their methodological quality. Free
format abstracts were most sensitive to the increase of text readability as compared with more structured abstracts (Introduction, Methods,
Results, and Discussion or eight headings), yielding opposite effects on their quality and completeness depending on the methodological
quality: a worsening in low quality reviews and an improvement in those of high quality. Both readability indices and preferred reporting
items of systematic reviews and meta-analyses for Abstract total scores showed an inverse relationship with social media activity and bib-
liometric results in high methodological quality reviews but not in those of lower quality.

Conclusion: Our results suggest that increasing abstract readability must be specially considered when writing free format summaries
of high-quality reviews because this fact correlates with an improvement of their completeness and quality, and this may help to achieve
broader social media visibility and article usage. � 2018 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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What is new?

Key findings
� The classical strategies are changing and scientists

and clinics are increasingly using online social net-
works to both promote their work and help article
selection for future reading and citing.

� This is the first study to explore the relationship be-
tween abstract characteristics (structure, read-
ability, quality, and completeness) and altmetrics
of psoriasis interventions systematic reviews clas-
sified by methodological quality.

What this adds to what was known?
� Results suggest that when abstracts of high meth-

odological quality reviews are nonstructured, low
readable, and of poor reporting quality and
completeness, the reviews are less mentioned in so-
cial media and less cited.

What is the implication and what should change
now?
� We recommend to increase abstract readability

specially when writing free format summaries of
high quality reviews.

1. Introduction

Psoriasis is a chronic disease, with moderate and severe
forms associated with significant comorbidity, impaired
quality of life, and high direct and indirect costs [1]. New
therapies have been developed during the last decade that
have been increasingly effective, but with potentially sig-
nificant more adverse side effects and higher costs, which
puts patients at risk and calls into question the sustainability
of health systems [2,3]. Therefore, therapeutic decision-
making processes about appropriate psoriasis interventions
should be based on the best evidence [4,5].

Systematic reviews (SRs) and meta-analyses (MAs), the
standard for evidence synthesis of primary studies, have
become extremely useful to support decision-making pro-
cesses in the context of health systems [6]. Physicians, phar-
macists, hospital committees, and regulatory organizations
make recommendations concerning diagnostic, prognostic,
and/or therapeutic interventions using these synthesis docu-
ments, and it is desirable that they would be supported by re-
views of the highest scientific standards [7]. However it is
not easy for these professionals to select those reviews of
high methodological quality and low risk of bias, due to
the large number of reviews published to date, which is
beyond the capacity of almost any researcher to evaluate [8].

Reporting results is a fundamental part of the scientific
process, facilitating both the dissemination of knowledge

and the reproducibility of science. The classical strategies
are changing, and scientist and clinics are increasingly using
online social networks to both promote their work and help
article selection for future reading and citing. Ruano et al.
recently failed to observe a relationship between the count
of tweets because an SR about psoriasis intervention is pub-
lished and its methodological quality evaluated using assess-
ing the methodological quality of systematic reviews
(AMSTARs) tool [9]. Therefore, there seems to be a lack of
a direct connection between scientific quality and social me-
dia activity related with this group of reviews. Beyond
nonscientific factors such as the importance of readers’ atti-
tudes and skills, social media activity would be also influ-
enced by several abstract features and lesser by the quality
of the full article, which in many cases people who use social
media do not even read. G�omez-Garc�ıa et al. have recently
demonstrated that the methodological quality and the risk
of bias of reviews may be predicted by analyzing abstract in-
formation, extension, and structure [10]. In this study, mean
total preferred reporting items of systematic reviews and
meta-analyses (PRISMAs) extension for Abstracts (PRIS-
MA-A) score was significantly higher for high methodolog-
ical quality SRs than for moderate and low methodological
quality reviews, and abstract extension (word count O300)
and format (eight headings vs. IMRAD [Introduction,
Methods, Results, and Discussion] and free formats) were
univariate predictors of abstract quality and completeness.

Clarity and accuracy of reporting are also fundamental to
efficiently communicate scientific results. Therefore, in addi-
tion to the content and structure, readability may be an impor-
tant factor to properly distribute messages with abstract key
findings through the social network. The clarity of written lan-
guage can be quantified using readability formulas, which esti-
mate how understandable written texts are. Plavn-Sigray et al.
have observed that the readability of scientific abstracts corre-
lates with readability of full texts and is decreasing over time
[11]. Indeed, lower readability implies less accessibility, partic-
ularly for nonspecialists, such as journalists, policy-makers, and
thewider public. Leonhardt et al. have recently found thatmore
readable posts onTwitter are associatedwith significantlymore
‘‘favorites’’, ‘‘re-tweets’’, and ‘‘replies’’ [12].

A persistent issue in academic research centers on
whether the knowledge published by researchers reaches
and is understood by those it could benefit: other re-
searchers, but also nonscientific consumers such as journal-
ists, associations of patients, pharmaceutical companies,
etc. Abstracts are often the first, and sometimes the only,
point of contact between authors and readers. It would be
desirable to implement new strategies that help authors to
better communicate their results to a more diverse audience
that is increasing social media network usage. So we
thought that it would be interesting to analyze if differences
in abstract features may influence results diffusion when
SRs of varying methodological quality are compared.

To our knowledge, this is the first study that aims to
describe the relationship between complete abstract
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